SUMMARY
Client Name: John Doe
Address: 1544 Lark Lane Kentwood MI
Date & Time Inspection completed: 10/15/16, 1:30pm
Weather Conditions: Cloudy, Windy, 65 degrees
Type of Structure inspected: Single Family Ranch
Estimated year built: 1950s
List of electrical, mechanical and plumbing items not operating, roof leaks and deficiencies:
- Signs of water damage were present on interior and exterior of home (See Roof section, pgs
13-14 & Attic section, pgs 12-13 & Interior section, pgs 9-11).
- Several significant wall and ceiling cracks in the plaster (See Structural section, pg 2 & Interior
section, pgs 9-11).
List of some important items not at present defective or in need of repair or replacement, but may
be within the next 5 years:
- Kitchen stove is quite old and had one non-functioning burner.
- Washer and dryer are quite old
- Windows look to be original with the home’s construction. Noticeable drafts felt in many
rooms
- Insulation added to the attic area

REMARKS
Thank you for calling Blue House Home Inspections, LLC. Please read this report carefully, and if you
have any questions do not hesitate to call me! Congratulations on your new home!
Kendal Wabeke - President
(616) 836-2208
bluehousehi@gmail.com
www.bluehousehomeinspections.com
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STRUCTURAL
TYPE OF BUILDING
STRUCTURE
Built 1950 (yr)

Single
Duplex
Rowhouse/Townhouse
Multi-Unit
Gable roof
Shed
Hip
Gambrel
Mansard □Flat
Foundation:
Poured concrete
Block
Brick
Brick & Block
Posts/Columns:
Steel
Masonry
Wood
Concrete
Not Visible
Floor structure: _Joist__________________________________
Wall structure: _Stud____________________________________
Roof structure: _Rafter___________________________________
Water damage:
Some signs
Extensive
None observed
Signs of abnormal condensation:
Some signs
Extensive
None observed
No major structural defects noted – in normal condition for its age

REMARKS: There were several signs of settling or shifting that has caused cracking in walls and ceiling areas.
Further investigation is suggested by a professional contractor.

BASEMENT (OR LOWER LEVEL)
BASEMENT

FLOOR

FLOOR DRAIN

SUMP PUMP

Full
Partial
None
Slab on grade
Walls: Open Closed Ceiling:
Open
Closed
Limited visibility due to extensive basement storage
Concrete
Dirt
Resilient tile
Sheet goods
Tested
Not tested
French drain

Satisfactory
N/A

Carpeting

Water observed in crock

Satisfactory
N/A

Tested
Not tested
Water observed in crock
Pipes:
Copper
Galvanized
Plastic

Satisfactory
N/A

BASEMENT
DAMPNESS

Some signs
Extensive
None observed

CRAWL SPACE

Readily accessible

Past

Present

Not readily accessible

Not known

Not inspected
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Conditions inspection
Method: ___________________
Satisfactory
Floor:
Concrete
Dirt
Wood to earth contact
N/A
Dampness:
Some signs
Extensive None observed
Vapor barrier
Insulation
Ventilation
REMARKS: There were wall penetrations that were not sealed at the time of the inspection. All
penetrations from exterior to interior should be sealed, at a minimum, with caulk or spray foam
insulation to prevent moisture or pest intrusion. Areas noted: Main gas line entrance point North side,
Cable/satellite entrance Northeast side

There were signs of a minor water leak through the foundation wall on the North side of the basement.

There were multiple signs of animal damage to door trim at the time of the inspection in the basement
and stairway.
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HEATING
HEATING SYSTEM

Fuel:
Gas
Oil
Electric
Satisfactory
Forced air furnace
Gravity gas furnace
N/A
Forced hot water boiler
Steam boiler
Radiant heat
Electric baseboard □Heat pump
No. 1 Capacity: _____n/a______________Age: ___1____Yrs.
No. 2 Capacity: ___________________Age: _______Yrs.
When turned on by thermostat:
Fired
Did not fire
FUEL SUPPLY
Oil tank in basement
Buried
Public gas supply
Tank
Electricity
Fuel supply shutoff location: ___Exterior NW corner___________
HEAT EXCHANGER
Partially observed Not visible, enclosed combustion
N/A
Have condition checked before settlement
HEAT DISTRIBUTION
Radiators
Convectors
Baseboard convectors
Radiant
Pipes:
Galvanized
Copper
Black iron
Pipes not visible
Ductwork
Satisfactory
Heat source in each room
Yes
No
N/A
HUMIDIFIER
Atomizer
Evaporator
Steam
Not functioning
N/A
Not tested
FILTER
Washable
Disposable
Electronic
Electrostatic
N/A
SUPPLEMENTARY
Location
Type
HEAT
______________________
______________________
Satisfactory
REMARKS: The furnace did not fire when activated by the thermostat at the time of the inspection. We
suggest contacting an HVAC professional.
The shut off switch for the furnace did not have a cover plate at the time of the inspection. All junction
boxes and receptacles should be covered in all areas of the home.
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COOLING
COOLING

Cooling system integral with heating system
Central air
Room units
Heat pump
Through-wall
Electric compressor
Gas chiller
Air filter
Air handler
Thermostat
No. 1 Condensing Unit Capacity:_______ Age:______ Yrs._______
Tested
Not tested

Satisfactory
N/A

REMARKS:

PLUMBING AND BATHROOM
WATER SERVICE
ENTRANCE
PIPE

DRAIN/WASTE/VEN
T

WATER HEATER

Water supply:
Public
Private
Not known
Satisfactory
Pipe:
Copper
Galvanized
Brass
Plastic
N/A
Main shutoff location: __Basement_____________
Copper
Galvanized
Brass
Plastic
Unknown
Satisfactory
Water flow: Tested Not tested
N/A
Leaks:
Some signs
None observed
Cross connections:
None observed
Hose bibs:
Operating
Frost free
Not tested
Drain/Waste/Vent Pipes:
Copper
Galvanized
Brass
Plastic
Lead
Cast iron
Unknown
Slow drain
Leaks
Non observed
Waste disposal:
Public
Private
Not known
Gas
Electric
Oil
Integral with heating system
Satisfactory
In line system Fuel cutoff location: _____________
N/A
Capacity: ___50______ Ample for: _____5__ People Age: _____2-3______Yrs.
Pressure relief valve
Extension

REMARKS:
BATHROOM NO. 1
Location: Main floor

COMMENTS
BATHROOM NO. 2
Location:
_______________

Built in tub
Leg tub
Stall shower
Whirlpool
Toilet
Bidet
Lavatory
Vanity
Fan
Window
Shower wall:
Ceramic tile
Fiberglass
Drywall
Room floor:
Ceramic tile
Resilient
Vinyl
Leaks:
some signs
None observed

Satisfactory

Built in tub
Leg tub
Stall shower
Whirlpool
Toilet
Bidet
Lavatory
Vanity
Fan
Window
Shower wall:
Ceramic tile
Fiberglass
Drywall
Room floor:
Ceramic tile
Resilient
Vinyl
Leaks:
some signs
None observed

Satisfactory

COMMENTS
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REMARKS: The drain of the bathtub showed signs of corrosion at the time of the inspection. We suggest
replacing the drain plug.

Water pressure in the bathroom sink was very weak at the time of the inspection. Water pressure did
not appear to be weak at any other fixture when multiple faucets were run at the same time.
There were signs of minor water damage where the toilet flange meets the flooring at the time of the
inspection. We suggest replacing the wax ring and ensuring the toilet is tightly secured to the floor to
prevent further damage.

ELECTRICAL
SERVICE ENTRANCE
CABLE
MAIN PANEL BOX

CIRCUITS AND
CONDUCTORS

Capacity: __125___ Amps ___240____ Volts
Service line entrance:
Overhead
Underground
Raceway Conductor material:
Copper
Aluminum
Location: Garage east wall
Grounded
Bonded
_125 Amps
Fuses
Circuit Breakers
Subpanel Location: Outbuilding
Capacity of Main Disconnect: __________ Amps
Quantity:
Ample Branch wiring:
Copper
Aluminum
Wiring method:
Romex
BX
Knob and tube
Raceway
Conduit
Overfused circuit
Double tap breaker
GFCI:
Exterior
Garage
Kitchen
Bathroom(s)

Satisfactory

Satisfactory
N/A

Satisfactory
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OUTLETS AND
Random testing
Reversed polarity
Open ground
Satisfactory
FIXTURES
Smoke detectors absent
REMARKS: There were several ungrounded outlets in the home at the time of the inspection. Current
construction would typically require having ungrounded outlets run through a GFCI breaker in the
electrical panel or replacing with two prong outlets

There were no GFCI protected outlets located in the bathroom or kitchen areas at the time of the
inspection. Current code typically requires GFCI protected outlets located with 6 feet of sinks in kitchens
and bathrooms. We suggest updating the outlets to GFCI protected outlets.

There were outlets in the kitchen that were not secured to the wall at the time of the inspection. We
suggest contacting a licensed electrician to ensure receptacle boxes are properly in place and not pulling
off the wall
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There were missing smoke detectors in the home at the time of the inspection. Current construction
requires having a smoke detector in and outside of every habitable space.

KITCHEN AND APPLIANCES
CABINETS AND
COUNTERTOP
SINK
DISHWASHER
RANGE/OVEN
(Kitchen)
REFRIGERATOR
OTHER
APPLIANCES
FLOOR
COVERING
VENTILATION
CLOTHES
WASHER
CLOTHES DRYER

Satisfactory
Plumbing leaks:
Some signs
None observed
Disposal:
Operating
Not operating Age: _____n/a__Yrs.
Operating
Not Operating Age: __________ Yrs.
Air gap or high loop
Range
Operating
Gas
Electric Age: __10+___ Yrs.
Wall oven
Operating
Gas
Electric Age: ______Yrs.
Cooktop
Operating
Gas
Electric Age: ________Yrs.
#1
Operating
Frost free
Icemaker Age: ___n/a___Yrs.
#2
Operating
Frost free
Icemaker Age:_________Yrs.
_Microwave
Operating Age: ___2-3__ Yrs.
__________ Operating Age: ________Yrs.
Resilient tile
Sheet goods
Ceramic
Wood
Laminate
Vinyl
Exhaust fan
Ductless
Vented to outside
Filter
Light
Operating Age: __n/a__ Yrs.
Not Tested
Operating
Gas
Electric Age: _n/a______Yrs.
Not tested Vented to: _______________________

Satisfactory
Satisfactory
N/A
Satisfactory
N/A
Satisfactory
N/A
Satisfactory
N/A
Satisfactory
Satisfactory
N/A
Satisfactory
N/A
Satisfactory
N/A
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REMARKS: There was a leak in the kitchen sink drain flange at the time of the inspection. We suggest
checking this joint is tight and/or replacing the drain flange to prevent further damage.

There was a leak in the kitchen sink faucet at the time of the inspection. We suggest installing a new
faucet.

The kitchen stove had one burner that did not function at the time of the inspection.

INTERIOR
FLOORS

WALLS
CEILINGS
STAIRS/ RAILINGS
FIREPLACE

DOORS (INSIDE)

Hardwood
Softwood
Plywood
Wall-to-Wall Carpet
Resilient
Laminate
Vinyl
Ceramic
Plaster
Drywall
Wood
Masonry
Paneling
Plaster
Drywall
Wood
Acoustical tile
Balcony
Stairs
Railings
Flue liner
Partially observed
Damper
Operating
Not Operating
Metal pre-fab
Free-standing
Wood stove
Pellet stove
Gas
Operating
Not Operating
Clean chimney before use

Satisfactory

Satisfactory
Satisfactory
Satisfactory
N/A
Satisfactory
N/A

Satisfactory
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WINDOWS AND
SKYLIGHTS

Double hung
Single hung
Casement
Awning
Satisfactory
Sliding
Fixed
Wood
Vinyl or aluminum clad wood
N/A
Vinyl
Aluminum
Steel
Insulated glass
Single pane glass
Roof windows and skylights
REMARKS: There were signs of water damage on the ceiling of the west bedroom at the time of the
inspection. We suggest contacting a roofing professional to investigate the valley of the roof above this
room.

There were cracks in the ceilings in multiple rooms at the time of the inspection.

There was peeling paint on the bathroom ceiling at the time of the inspection.
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There was carpet peeling up in the hallway at the time of the inspection. We suggest re-gluing these
areas to prevent areas from getting worse.

There was damage to the hardwood flooring in the north-center bedroom at the time of the inspection.

There was significant damage to the ceiling around the chimney in the northern-most hallway closet.
We suggest having a professional roofer investigate the roof and flashing above this area.

Most windows in the home appear to be beyond 30 years old and likely original to the home’s
construction. There was a noticeable draft through many even with storm windows in place.
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ATTIC
ACCESS

How inspected: __Crawled in___ Not inspected
Satisfactory
Stairs
Pulldown
Scuttlehole
No access
N/A
MOISTURE STAINS
Some signs
Extensive
None observed
Condensation
STORAGE
Heavy
Light
Floored
Not floored
No storage
INSULATION
Type:_Fiberglass & Vermiculite Average inches:_5.0_”
Satisfactory
Installed in:
Rafters
Floor Approx. R Rating: 10-15_
N/A
Vapor retarder
VENTILATION
Window(s)
Attic fan
Whole house fan
Turbine
Satisfactory
Ridge vent
Soffit vent
Roof vent(s)
Gable end louvers
N/A
REMARKS: There were signs of water damage and roof leaks at the time of the inspection. We suggest
contacting a roofing professional to investigate the valleys and flashing of the roof. Areas of concern
from the exterior inspection of the valleys correlate to damage seen on the interior ceiling areas.

There was significantly deteriorated wood on the frame of the scuttle hole attic entrance. The
surrounding wood rafters/joists did not show signs of deterioration but we suggest having these areas
investigated more by a professional.

There were signs of pests in the attic space at the time of the inspection. Mouse droppings were
present.
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The attic space was lacking sufficient insulation to meet current standards. Estimated R-value of current
insulation is about R10-15 where it’s recommended to be R38-60. We suggest adding insulation to the
attic. Current insulation under the loose fiberglass layer is also Vermiculite, which has been known to be
contaminated with asbestos. We suggest only trained professionals be hired to work in the attic space
and caution to be used with items being stored in the attic.

ROOFING SYSTEM
ROOF COVERING

Location
Materials
Age
_Home____
_Asphalt Shingle___
_10-15 years___
Satisfactory
_Barn______
_Asphalt Shingle___
_15+ years____
Satisfactory
How inspected: _From Ground______________
Roof leaks:
Some signs
Extensive
None observed
FLASHING
Aluminum
Galvanized
Copper
Satisfactory
Rubberized membrane
______________
N/A
GUTTERS AND
Aluminum
Galvanized
Copper
Vinyl
Wood
Satisfactory
DOWNSPOUTS
Extensions:
Yes
No
N/A
REMARKS: The roof valley on the west side of the home had significant amounts of roofing tar applied at the
time of the inspection, which would be one sign of a previous leak in that area. Further investigation
from the attic in the area would confirm this. The ceiling in the room below this area also showed signs
of water damage. We suggest having the roof valleys looked at by a professional roofer.
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Some areas of the roof had raised shingles at the time of the inspection. This could indicate that the
shingles are starting to become dry and brittle in these areas. We suggest having the roof looked at by a
professional roofer.

EXTERIOR
EXTERIOR DOORS
WINDOWS AND
SKYLIGHTS
EXTERIOR WALL
COVERING

Satisfactory
Satisfactory

Location
Materials
__Home_____________
____Brick___________
Satisfactory
__Barn______________
__Vinyl & Steel siding__
Satisfactory
_______________________
________________________
Satisfactory
EXTERIOR TRIM
Eaves
Fascia
Soffits
Rake
Satisfactory
Signs of deterioration
Extensive
None Observed
CHIMNEY
Brick
Metal
Block
PVC
In chase
Satisfactory
Flue liner partially observed
Clean before use
N/A
GARAGE/ CARPORT
Garage
Carport
Attached
Detached
Satisfactory
Door operator
Operating
Safety reverse
N/A
PORCH Floor:
Wood
Concrete
___________________
Satisfactory
Railing/ Guardrail
N/A
REMARKS: Several windows had peeling paint and exposed wood at the time of the inspection. We suggest
keeping all wood painted to prolong the life of the window framing. Uncovered wood will begin to rot
and deteriorate.
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The basement egress window did not have trim or covering at the time of the inspection. The wood
frame and insulation were exposed to the exterior elements. We suggest covering or painting the
exposed wood to prevent rot and deterioration of the frame.

There was an uncovered coaxial cable running across the ground and along the house at the time of the
inspection. We suggest burying this wire if it is active or contacting the cable company to bury or
remove the wire.

The north service door on the back side of the garage was missing a door handle at the time of the
inspection. The door and frame also had chipping/peeling paint.
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GROUNDS
GRADING

SIDEWALK AND
WALKWAY
DRIVEWAY

General grading, slope and drainage
Grading and slope at house wall
(within 5 feet from building)
Concrete
Brick
Flagstone
Concrete

WINDOW WELLS

Metal

RETAINING
WALL
TREES AND
SHRUBBERY
FENCING

Brick

DECK/BALCONY
PATIO/TERRACE
STEPS TO BUILDING

Asphalt
Brick

Block

Gravel

Concrete
Stone

_________
Brick

_______________

_____________________
Timber

___________________

See Remarks below
Metal

Wood

Plastic

___________________

Signs of deterioration
Extensive
None observed
On grade
Raised
Wood
Metal
Handrail
Concrete
Brick
Flagstone
_______

Satisfactory
N/A
Satisfactory
N/A
Satisfactory
N/A
Satisfactory
N/A
Satisfactory
N/A
Satisfactory
N/A
Satisfactory
N/A
Satisfactory
N/A
Satisfactory
N/A
Satisfactory
N/A
Satisfactory
N/A

Landing:
Concrete/Masonry
Wood
__________
Steps:
Concrete/Masonry
Wood
Metal
Handrails:
Wood
Metal
____________________
OUTBUILDINGS
Steel frame lean-to attached to wood framed outbuilding/barn. Engineered trusses,
100amp service panel, poured concrete foundation, and asphalt shingle roofing with
ridge vent all appear to be in satisfactory condition. The concrete stairway entry to the
outbuilding was damaged and in need of repair at the time of the inspection. There was
missing and damaged fascia that should be replaced/repaired.
REMARKS: There were several large dead tree branches overhanging the west side of the home at the time of
the inspection. We suggest having these removed by a professional to prevent them from potentially falling
onto the house.
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The concrete stairway entry to the outbuilding was damaged at the time of the inspection. The landing and
stairs were not deemed safe for use so entry through this door was not made.

There were several missing and damaged pieces of fascia on the outbuilding at the time of the inspection. We
suggest replacing or repairing these pieces to ensure all wood is covered.

The above ground pool was not in the scope of this inspection, however, it was noted that the pool’s deck and
boardwalk attached from the home were constructed from untreated lumber. Current construction would
require all decking or exterior exposed wood to be constructed from pressure treated lumber to prevent rot
and deterioration.
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